Change Management Protocol for Testing Phase
The build sign-off is to ensure that build is complete before testing begins. 

	After the build sign-off and before the real testing phase begins the configuration should be frozen and change control started. 


	Any change that needs to be made must be reviewed.  If it is isolated functionality, we would need to retest that area of the product and would advise a high level test of the rest of the product as well. If only the change is tested it may alter other functionality in ways that are not detected until they cause issues on GoLive Monday.


	The Training Team will also need to be informed of the change.


	Please provide a written description of your configuration change management protocol to the Galen project manager and Upgrade consultant.



Sample change management protocol:

Change Management Protocol / Data Freeze  – V11 Test
Freeze on configuration, preferences, workflows, etc. effective: date and change management will go into effect.

	Change management requests will include:

	Detailed reason for change request (who, what, why, etc). Include up/down stream impact if applicable.
	Submit request via email to: 


	Review/Risk impact assessment will consider:

	Time involved in making requested change and time to test

Resources needed for requested change
Who and what will be affected by the change

	Approvals

	Immediate notification of: requestor, trainers, tech support, and V11 upgrade team


Change Management Protocol 
All known issues are logged into the change control log.
Issues are reviewed as needed and determine the level of issue by Phys Champions.  Issues to be fixed in next change cycle are marked red.  These issues are to be addressed prior to the next test cycle starting.
Configuration team will work the issues marked red and let Testing team know when they are ready for a validation (unit test).
Testing team will test the fixed issues and report any errors to Configuration team updating the control log.
Once all red issues have been addressed the next test cycle can begin.
It is agreed that no configuration changes will be done during a test cycle.  No changes are made until the Testing team notifies Configuration team that the test cycle is complete.
Any issues found are added to change control log and reviewed.
Issues can and do include system errors and not just configuration changes.  This only applies to the application and not the infrastructure environment.



